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Let Q denote the closed interval [0, 1] and let bA denote the set of all bounded,
approximately continuous functions on Q. Let lEbA. It is shown that I has an
(essentially) unique best Lt,approximation 11 by nondecreasing functions; It is
shown to be continuous. For 1<p < 00, the best Lp,approximationslpare shown to
be continuous, and they are shown to converge uniformly to I, as p - 1. A charac
terization of11 is given. It is also shown that iff" E bA, 0 ~ n < 00 and f" converges
to 1° in L 1 as n_ 00, thenf7-/~ in L 1 as n- 00. © 1985 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let (X, a, p.) be a probability space and put Ap= Lp(X, a, p.),
1 ~ P ~ 00. Let f!I be a sub sigma algebra of a and put Bp= Lp( X, f!I, Jl.),
I ~ P ~ 00. For I <p < 00, A p is a uniformly convex Banach space, so
IE A oo has a unique best Lp-approximation I p by elements of the subspace
Bp • Shintani and Ando [14] investigated best L1-approximants. In [5] it
was shown that there is a unique, well defined best best Loo-approximation
100 to I and 100 has the Polya property: 100 = limp -+ 00 I p. This line of
investigation was continued in [1-3,6,8]. Generalizing, let A be a sub
sigma lattice of a. Then M p= Lp(X, A, p.) is a closed convex cone in A p
and/has a unique best approximationlpin M p , 1<p < 00. A basic exam
ple is obtained by putting X = D, m = Lebesgue measure and a the
Lebesgue measurable sets in D. Put A= {¢J, D, (a, 1], [a, 1], O<a< 1};
then a function g on D is A-measurable if and only if it is nondecreasing.
Henceforth, attention is restricted to this case. The Polya property fails
[8, 7]: limp -+ 00 fp == f 00 need not exist. A slight modification of the exam
ple given in [7] will appear at the end for the sake of completeness; the
function I in this example is continuous except at x = ~, but f is
approximately continuous at x =! and constant on [!, 1]. However [9], if
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I is quasi-continuous, the Polya property obtains. In fact,lp -.100 uniformly
as p --+ 00; moreover, if I is continuous, then I p is continuous, 1<p < 00.

Herein we will look at the corresponding Polya-one property: limp~ lip,
and at existence and uniqueness of best Lcapproximations to I in bA by
nondecreasing functions. The results in [9] establish that 100 is a best
Loo-approximation to Iwhen/is quasi-continuous. Of course, even when I
is continuous there may be many best Loo-approximations. The indicator
function 1[0.1/2] of the interval [0, D has any constant function with value
between zero and one as a best LI-approximation by elements of MI'
(These constant functions are also the best LI-approximations to I by
elements of B I when fJi = {,p, [0, I]}.) One of the authors [10] established
the Polya-one property for quasi-continuous functions. For I in hA, we will
show that there is an (essentially) unique best LI-approximation/l to/by
nondecreasing functions, that II is continuous, and that I p converges
uniformly to II as p --+ 1. We will characterize II' The only ambiguity in II
occurs at the endpoints zero and one, so uniqueness obtains if we specify
that the nondecreasing approximations be continuous at zero and one.

We will also look at continuity of the map 1--+/1' The map 1--+I p is
uniformly continuous in 11'll p on bounded subsets of L oo for fixed p,
1<p< 00. The maP/-'/oo =limp~oo Ipis uniformly continuous in 11'1/00 on
the quasi continuous functions. We will give an example (Example 2) to
show that the map I --+ II is not uniformly continuous in 11'111 on CEO, I].
But we will show that the map 1--+11 is continuous in 11'111 on the bounded
approximately continuous functions.

2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS,

AND Two CHARACTERIZATIONS OF II

If A is a measurable subset of D and I is a subinterval of D, the relative
measure of A in I is defined by

m(A, I) = m(A II I)lml

and the upper metric density of A at x, x in D, is defined by

m(A, x) = lim sup{m(A, I): lis an interval, x E I, and ml < lin}.
n_ 00 I

The lower metric density ,!,(A, x) is defined similarly, with sup replaced by
info The metric density of A at x is m(A, x) = m(A, x) = ,!,(A, x), when
equality holds. A function f D -. R is said to be approximately continuous
at x in D if, for any e > 0, the set

A,= {y: If(y)-/(x)1 <e}
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has metric density one at x; f is said to be approximately continuous on Q

if it is approximately continuous at each point in Q.

Remark. A function f is approximately continuous at x if and only if x
is a Lebesgue point off [4, p. 38; 13, p. 168]. Reference [4] contains a nice
introduction to approximately continuous functions and a rather complete
set of references.

Let M consist of all functions g: Q --+ R such that g is nondecreasing,
g(O) = inf{ g(x): x E (0, I)} and g(l) = sup{ g(x): x E (0, 1)}. We suppose
fE bA. For 1 <p < 00, let fp denote the unique best Lp-approximation to f
by elements of M.

LEMMA 1. Suppose 1 ~ P and g is a best Lp-approximation to f by
elements of M. Then g is continuous.

Proof Suppose first that g =f Then f is nondecreasing, so f has at
most discontinuities of the first kind and f is quasi-continuous; i.e., for any y
in (0, 1),f has left and right limits at y:f(y - ) = limxLv f(x) and f(y + )=
limxbf(x) both exist. If O<y< 1 and f(y- )<f(y+), then f is not
approximately continuous at y. Thus f is in fact continuous and the asser
tion of the lemma is true.

Suppose g t. f First we will consider points y where g(y) # f(y). We
will only consider the case where 0 < y < 1 and f(y) - g(y) = 3e > 0 because
the other cases are similar. Let Q E (0, 1). We will specify Q later. Since f is
approximately continuous, there exists J = J Q > 0 such that

m([f> f(y) - e], I) > Q (1)

for any interval I such that y E I and Ie B(y, b) = (y - b, y + b). We now
suppose that ,,= min {g(y +)- g( y - ), e} > 0 and show that this sup
position leads to a contradiction.

Define iP: Q --+ R by

iP(x) =g(x) +",
=g(y-)+",

=g(x),

X E (y - b, y)

x=y

xi (y - b, y].

(2)

Let I=(y-b,y] and F=Ir.[f>f(y)-e]. Applying the mean value
theorem to the function s 1-+ sP we have that there exists a u in (s, s + (J)
such that
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so, for t in F,

If(t)-g(t)IP-lf(t)-tP(t)IP ~ P If(t)-tP(t)IP-l ItP(t)-g(t)1

whence

If(t)-tP(tW ~ If(t)-g(t)IP-p If(t)-tP(tW- 1 '1.

Then
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Notice also that

Ilf(t)-tP(tW-lf(t)-g(tWI ~ p(2I1fllooy-l ItP(t)-g(t)l;

thus,

I{-F If-tPIP - f'_F If- glPI ~ p(211fll oo)p-I '1m(I - F)

<p(21IfllooY-''1(1-Q)<5.

So, if we choose QE [0, 1] satisfying

(4)

we find that tP is a better Lp-approximation to f This contradiction verifies
the continuity of g at y, where g( y) =Ff( y).

Suppose g(y) = f(y). Then a slight variation of the above argument
shows that g(y+) - g(y) = 3e >°and g(y) - g(y-) = 3e >°each lead to a
contradiction, so Lemma 1 is established.

Before going on we wish to comment on the proof of Lemma 1. Looking
first at the last two sentences of the proof, suppose Ig(y) - f(y)1 < 3e; then
g(y+ )-g(y) ~ 6e and g(y)-g(y-) ~ 6e each lead to a contradiction.
Second, note that if Qo fits (4) for eo, then Qo fits for e ~ eo. Also observe
that if Qofits (4) for Po and for 1, then Qofits for pE [l,po]. We will use
these comments in the following.

LEMMA 2. Given p> 1 and y E [0, 1], the family ~ = {ft: 1 < t ~ p} is
equicontinuous at y.

Proof Referring to the proof of Lemma I, we consider y E (0, 1). Sup
pose that ~ is not equicontinuous at y. Then there exist e> 0, Pn E (1, p],
Ixn-YI=Yn-+O with Ifp.(xn)-fp.(Y)I>8e. Since {fp.(Y)} is a bounded
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sequence, we also suppose that IfpJy) - 0(\ < e. Put" = I' and let Q satisfy
(4) for 1 and p. Then choose f> > 0 so that

m([lf- f(y)1 < 1'], I) > (1 + Q)/2 (5)

whenever yelcB(y, f». The argument for xn<y is symmetric to our
argument for Xn> y, so we suppose Xn- Y = Yn > O. Now compare fey) and
0(. If f( y) ~ 0( + 41', raise fp. by I' on (y - f>, y), do not change fp. off
(y - f>, x n), and maintain monotonicity. If f(y) < 0( + 41', lower fp. by I' on
(xn, y + f», do not change f off (y, y + f», and maintain monotonicity.
Since Yn -+ 0, lim infm([1 f - f(y)1 < 1'] n (x~, y + f», (y, y + f>)) ~ (1 + Q)/2.
Thus, a slight variation of the proof of Lemma 1 produces a contradiction
as n -+ 00.

LEMMA 3. Let dp(f, M) = inf{ II f - hllp: heM}. Then dp(f, M) is a non
decreasing function ofP and

lim dp(f, M) = d I(f, M).
pP

Proof If O<r<s, then, for all heM, lIf-hll r ~ Ilf-hiis [13, p.73]
so dp(f, M) is a nondecreasing function of p.

It is clear that dp(f, M)=dp(f, Mf ), where Mf = {heM: Ilhll oo ~

II f II 00 }. If dI(f, M) = 0, then f is nondecreasing and we are done;
suppose that dl = dt(f, M) > O. Let hnE Mf with II f - hnll l -+ dl:dl =
limn II f - hn\lt ~ II f - fplll ~ II f - fpll p ~ lim infn II f - hnll p' Thus, we need
to compare Ilf-hilp with Ilf-hlll' where hEMf ; put r/J= If-hi. Then
H=llf-hll oo ~21IfIIOJ=F. If H3: 1, then fr/Jp~fr/J and Ilr/Jllp~
(Ilr/JII d l

/
p. If H> 1, then f(r/Jp - r/J) ~ f(HP - H) ~ £P - F and

f r/JP ~ (FP-F)+IIr/JIII 3: 11r/JIII[1+(FP-F)/dlJ.

Hence, Ilr/Jil p ~ (11r/Jlld l/p[1+ (FP-F)/d l ], r/J=f-h, heMf . Thus, liminf
II f - hn II p ~ dllp[1 + (FP - F)/dI] and Lemma 3 is established.

LEMMA 4. There is a best Lt-approximation to f by elements of M.

Proof Referring to Lemma 2, let ff' denote the equicontinuous family
~. The fact that ff' is uniformly bounded allows us to apply a Theorem of
Helly [12, p. 221]: If {Pn} is any sequence with Pn! 1, then there is a sub
sequence {fqJ of {fpJ and a function, call it fl ({qn}), in M, such that
fqn-+ft({qn}) pointwise. Then fq.-f-+fl({qn})-f pointwise, so, by the
Lebesgue Convergence Theorem,

II fp. -fill -+ II fl ({qn}) -fill'
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Since, for every n,

Lemma 3 implies that

II fl ({qn} )-fill =d I (J, M)
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so fl ({qn} ) is a best L I-approximation to f by elements of M.
Having established existence of a best LI-approximation, we tum to uni

queness. The next lemma gives four properties that a best
LI-approximation must possess. First, a definition: a nondecreasing con
tinuous function g on [0, 1] is said to increase to the right at a point s of
[0, 1) if x> s implies g(x) > g(s). Similarly, g is said to increase from the
left at tin (0, 1] if x < t implies g(x) < g(t).

LEMMA 5. If g is a best Lcapproximation to f by elements of M, then g
is continuous and for any s in [0, 1), if g increases to the right at s, then, for
any t in (s, 1],

m{[f<g]n[s,t]} ~ (t-s)/2; (6)

for any t in (0, 1], if g increases from the left at t, then for any s in [0, t),

m{[f>g]n[s,t]} ~ (t-s)/2;

for any s in [0, 1),

m{[f>g]n[s,I]} ~ (l-s)/2;

and for any t in (0, 1],

m{[f<g]n [0, t]} ~ t12.

(7)

(8)

(9)

Proof If g is the best L I-approximation to f by elements of M, then, by
Lemma 1, g is continuous. Suppose condition (6) does not hold. Then there
exist sand t such that 0 ~ s < t ~ I and g increases to the right at s, but

m{[f<g] n [s, t]} > (t-s)/2.

Since [f< g] = U;;",= I[f< g - lin], there exist n' in Nand <5 > 0 such that

m{ [f<g-l/n'] n [s, t]} > (t-s)/2 + 2<5.

For each n > 0, g - lin is continuous and increasing to the right at sand
g - lin -+ g uniformly so there exist n" in N and x' > s such that

640/43/2-6
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g(x')-I/n"=g(s) and x'-s<D. Let v=min{l/n ',I/n"} and define
0: [0, 1] --+ R by

O(x) = min {g(x), g(x') - v}, X E [s, x'],

=g(x)-v, XE(X',t],

= g(x), x rt [s, t].

Then 0 is nondecreasing and

rIO-fl ~ rIg-fl +rIg-fl +rIg-fl +vD
o 0 t s

+ rig-f I- v[( t - s )/2 + D] + v[( t - s)/2 - 2D]

~ (lg-fl- 2vD.

Thus, 0 is a better L1-approximation to f by elements of M than is g, a
contradiction. That the other three conditions hold is proven similarly: If
(7) (respectively (8), (9)) is false, we may produce a contradiction by
increasing (increasing, decreasing) g on an interval of the form [s, t - D)
(respectively, (s + D, 1], [0, t - D)).

COROLLARY 6. Conditions (8) and (9) in Lemma 5 imply that
m[f>g] ~ ! and m[f<g] ~ !.

We will establish uniqueness of best L1-approximation of fin bA by
elements of M and, at the same time, characterize the best approximation
by showing that only one continuous function in M satisfies the conclusion
of Lemma 5.

LEMMA 7. Let each of g and h satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 5. Then
g=h.

Proof Suppose g> h. By Corollary 6, there exist y and z in (0, 1) such
thatf(y) ~ hey) andf(z) ~ g(z). Sincef- (g + h)/2 is approximately con
tinuous it has the intermediate value property, so there exist t;, D>°and w
in (0, 1) such that h(x) <f(w)-t;<f(w)+t;<g(x) whenever xEB(w, D)=
(w-(j, w+(j) and, since m([lf-f(w)1 <t;], B(w, D))>O,

mEg> f>h] >0.

Since m[f> h] ~ !, m[f<g] ~ ! and

Q = [f> g] u [f=g] u [g> f>h] u [f=h] u [f<h],

(10)
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mQ =m[f>h] +m[f < g] -meg> I>h] < 1, a contradiction. Thus
g> h on (0, 1) is impossible. By symmetry, g < h on (0, 1) is also
impossible. Suppose g =I- h. Then there exists u in (0, I) such that
g(u) = h(u) and at least one of the following three cases occurs. Case 1:
u < 1 and there exists v~ 1 such that (u, v) is a component of [g =I- h].
Case 2: u < 1 and g(x) =I- h(x) for x in (u, I]. Case 3: g(x) =I- h(x) for x in
[0, u). We begin with Case 1. Suppose without loss of generality that g> h
on 1= (u, v). Then g must increase to the right at u and h must increase
from the left at v; hence, according to Lemma 5, m( [f < g] n I) ~ (v - u )/2
and m([f> h] n I) ~ (v - u)/2. Thus, by an argument similar to that
establishing (10), m( [g > I > h] n I) > 0. From the decomposition

1= ([f ~ g] n I) u ( [g > I > h] n I) u ([f ~ h] n I),

we see that m([f~g]nI)«v-u)/2 or m([f~h]nI)«v-u)/2. This
contradiction completes Case 1. The other cases follow by similar
arguments.

We have established the following:

THEOREM 8. Let lEbA. Then there exists a unique best
LI-approximation II to I by elements 01 M.

Our next result shows that the best Lp-approximations I p to I converge
uniformly to II as p decreases to one.

THEOREM 9. Let IE bA. Then I p converges uniformly to II as p decreases
to one.

Proof Referring to the proof of Lemma 4, let II =11({qn }). If {pk} is
any sequence with pd 1, then Un} has a subsequence which converges
pointwise to II> the best L capproximation to I by elements of M. We claim
that I p converges uniformly to II as p decreases to one. Indeed, if this were
not true then there would be an e>°and sequences {pd c (1, <Xl) and
{Xk} cD such that pd 1 and, for k in N,

(11 )

By the above, {pd has a subsequence {qk} such that I qk -+ II pointwise
and, by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, {qd has a subsequence {rk} such that
Irk converges uniformly. Clearly Irk -+ II pointwise so Irk -+ II uniformly, but
this contradicts (11).

For the sake of completeness, we conclude this section with the
following:
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PRoposmoN 10. Suppose 1~ P and g is a best Lp-approximation to I by
elements 01 M. Ify E Q and g(y) i:- I(y), then there exists lJ > 0 such that g is
constant on B(y, lJ).

Proof Suppose yE(O, 1), g(y)i:-I(y), and Proposition 10 is false at y.
Then either g increases to the right at y or g increases from the left at y. We
will consider both cases for I( y) - g( y ) = 3e > O. For the former case, in
accordance with (4), let QE(O, 1) satisfy eP -

I Q>(211/1Iocy-l(l-Q).
Then let lJ = <5(l + Q)/2 fit (l). Let x E (y, Y + lJ(l- Q)/2) with e> 1] =
I(x) - I(y) > O. Put

¢J(I) = g(l) + 1],

=g(x),

=g(t),

IE (y-<5, y],

tE (y, x],

I ~ (y - <5, x],

and find that ¢J is a better Lp-approximation to f (Note that
(1-(1+Q)/2)=(1-Q)/2 and see the argument following (2).) For the
other case, let x E (y - <5(1 - Q)/2, y) with e> 1] =I(y) - I(x) > O. Then, to
find a better Lp-approximation, put

¢J(t)=g(t)+1],

=g(y),

= g(t),

IE (y - 15, x],

tE(X,y],

t~(y-o,y].

When y equals zero or one a similar argument applies.

3. CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF BEST LI-ApPROXIMATIONS

Two examples are given here; the first shows that {F: n ~ l} bounded
in C, the set of continuous functions on [0, 1], and F ~ lEe pointwise
(i.e., F -+ I weakly) does not imply that 17 ~ II weakly, and the second
shows that {F} bounded in C and pointwise convergent on [0, 1] does
not imply that {In is Cauchy in L I • However, it is shown that ifFE bA,
o ~ n, and F -+ 1° in L I, then 17 -+ I? in L I, so the map I f--+ II is con
tinuous on the elements of bA in LI-norm. The examples show that this
result does not extend in certain directions.

EXAMPLE 1. Put r(x) = 0, X E [0, 1 - 2In], r(l - lin) = 1, r(l) = 0,
and extend F to be linear on [1 - 2/n, 1 - lin] and [l - lin, 1]. Then
F-+O pointwise and 17-+1[1]' where l E(x)='l if XEE and l E(x)=O
otherwise.
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EXAMPLE 2. putr(x) = 1, XE [0, !(l-I/n)],r(x)=O, XE [!, 1], and
extend r to be linear on [!(l-l/n), n Put gn(x) = r(x), x E [O,!J u
U(l +4/n), 1], gn(x) = 1, x E [!(l + l/n), !(l + 3/n)], and extend gn to be
linear on each of [!,!(l + lin)], [!(1 + 3/n),!(l +4/n)]. Then r ~ gn,
gn(o) = r(O), JMgn - r) -+ 0, and g7 - 17 =g7 == 1. Notice thatr -+ 1[0,1/2)

pointwise and gn -+ 1[0,1/2) pointwise. 1[0,1/2) is quasi-continuous and has
only one point of discontinuity on [0, 1], so the following theorem is tight.

THEOREM 11. Let {r} cbA. SupposeIEbA with Jb Ir-II-+O. Then

H117-111-+0.

Proof We will reduce the problem to a special case in steps. Since a
subsequence of {r} converges a.e. to J, suppose without loss of generality
that r -+ I a.e.. We suppose that II f7 - 11111 f+ 0 and show that this sup
position leads to a contradiction below.

Our next reduction uses the inequality IItPIllI ~ IltPlll + IltP - tPdll ~
2 II tP III, r/J E C and the convergence of II r III to II I III, to assert that {I7} is
uniformly bounded on [0, x], x < 1; so every subsequence of {In has a
pointwise convergent subsequence therefrom. Consequently (without loss
of generality) suppose that 17 -+ g pointwise (it is possible that g( 1) = 00 ),

where Ilg-Illll>O. If r/J ~ l/tEbA, then r/Jp ~ l/tpfor l<p<oo [11], so
Theorem 9 implies that tP I ~ l/t l' Consequently, we consider {r /\ I} and
{r v I}: r /\ 1-+1 a.e. (and in Ld and (r /\ f)1 ~ 17 /\ II -+ g /\ 11;
likewise r v I -+ I and (r v 1)1 ~ 17 V II -+ g V 11' At least one of
Sb II - (g /\ Id and Sb(g v Id - II is positive and proofs for the two cases
are similar, so we suppose that r ~ I with 17 -+ g ~ 11 and JM g - Id > o.

Now we haver ~ J,r -+ Ia.e·,17 -+ gpointwise and JMg- II) > O. Let
z E (0, 1) with g(z) > II (z). Since g is nondecreasing and II is continuous,
suppose without loss of generality that g(z + )= g(z). Let x E [0, z] satisfy
(i) g(x+ )=g(z) and (ii) g(t)<g(z), t<x. Put h(O)=g(O) and
h(t) = g(t- ), t > 0, so h is lower semicontinuous. Either there is a smallest
number YE(X, 1] with h(y)=Il(Y) or there exists a>O with g(t) ~
h( t) ~ 11 (t) +a, t E [x, 1]. It is easy to modify our proof for the former case
to handle the latter, so we suppose that h(y) = Il(Y) and h > lIon (x, y).
Since h is nondecreasing, Y is a point of increase of11 from the left: /1 (t) <
II(Y), t<y. By Lemma 5, m([f> 11] n [x, y]) ~ (y-x)/2. Either x=O or
x> O. A proof for the case x = 0 follows easily from the argument given
below for the case x> 0, so we suppose that x> 0 and verify that the
promised contradiction obtains for this special case.

For the case at hand, notice thatf7(x+e)-+g(x+e) ~ g(x+)=g(z)
and f7(x - e) -+ g(x - e) < g(z). So (without loss of generality) we consider
X n -+ x such that f7(x n) -+ g(z) and X n is a point of increase of 17 to the
right:f7(t)> I7(xn), t>xn- Thus, we can lower f7 on [xn, y) and maintain
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its nondecreasing property on [0, 1] if we wish, so (cf. Lemma 5 again)
m([r ~ Ii] n [xn, y]) ~ (y - x n)/2. Put En = [r ~ fi'] n [xn, Y],
Fm= Un~m En and F00 = nm Fm· Then F00 c [x, y] and m(F00) ~

(y - x)/2. Let F= F00 n {t: Ii't) --+ I(t)} n (x, y). Then t E F implies that
r(t) --+ I(t), li(t) --+ g(t), and r(t) ~ li(t) for infinitely many positive
integers: I(t) ~ g(t). Since h - II is lower semicontinuous and positive on
[a, b], there exists e >°such that h - II ~ e on [a, b]. Since I-II is
approximately continuous and there exist U and v in [a, b] with
I(u)- II(u) ~ e and/(v)- II(v) ~ 0, ther.e must be a t in (a, b) such that
l(t)-/I(t)=e/2. Consequently, m[g>I>/I] ~ m[h>I>/I]>O. But
now we have m([f ~ g] n (x, y» ~ (y - x)/2, m([g >/> /1] n
(x, y» > 0, and m( [f ~ /1] n (x, y» ~ (y - x )/2, a contradiction that
establishes our desideratum.

4. AN EXAMPLE

In this section, we reproduce an example from [7] of a bounded
function / defined on [0, 2] which is continuous on [0, 1), continuous on
[1,2], approximately continuous at one and does not have the Polya
property. A similar function 1defined on [0, 1] is then obtained by putting
1(t)=/(2t):]EbA, 1 does not have the Polya property, and
Up: 1< P < 00 } is not equicontinuous.

To begin, put 1=5 on [1,2]. We will use a sequence {un, Vn} of pairs of
points, 0= UI < VI < U2 < '" --+ 1, to define / on [0, 1). To help explain, we
record some properties that will be satisfied: (vn-un)<4- n(l-un),
(l-un+d<4- n(l-un), l(x)=10 on [U2n-IlV2n-I], l(x)=O on
[U2n, V2n], and/(x);i5 on less than 4- n percent of [vn , Un+ l ].

The following facts will be used repeatedly. If g ~ h, then (cf. [11])
gp ~ hp, 1 <P < 00, and the map g H gp is continuous in Lp, 1<P < 00.

To start the definition of / on [0, 1), choose VI < 4 -I. Put / = 10 on
[0, VI]. Proceeding in steps, we will define/temporarily on (VI' 1), modify
the temporary definition r/J of I and then define I on one more piece,
[VI' U2], of [0,1). Put r/J=5 on (VI' 1) and r/J=I elsewhere. Begin to
increase P from one. As P increases, ¢JP == cp increases from 5 to 7.5. Choose
PI> 1 with ¢JP1 > 7. Put r/J' = ¢J - 51(1,1)' VI < t < 1. Choose U2with (1 - U2) <
4 - 1(1 - Ud and ¢J~i > 7. Modify ¢Ju2 on less than 4 - I percent of [v I' U2] so
that it decreases continuously from 10 to °and retains the property ¢J~i > 7.
Put 1= r/Ju2 on [VI' U2]. Since r/Ju2 = °on (u2, 1), I p1 > 7 iff ~ °on (U2' 1).

To continue the definition off, choose v2 with (v 2-u2)<4- 2(I-u 2).
Put f = °on [U2' V2]. Put ¢J = 5 on (V2' 1) and ¢J = f elsewhere. Begin to
increase P from PI' As P increases, ¢JP decreases to 5 on [0,2]. Choose
P2 > 2PI with ¢JPZ < 6. Put ¢J' = r/J + 51(1,1)' V2 < t < 1. Choose U3 with
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(1 - U3) < 4 - z( 1- uz) and ~;~ < 6. Modify ~uJ on less than 4 - Z percent of
[vz, U3] so that it increases continuously from 0 to 10 and retains the
property ~;~<6. Put/=rJon [vz, U3]. Since r J = 10 on (u3, 1),fP2<6 if
/ ~ 10 on (U3' 1).

One facet of the construction remains to be displayed, so we begin one
more step. Choose V3 with (v 3- u3)< 4 - 3(1_ U3)' Put / = 10 on [U3, V3].
Put ~ = 5 on (V3' 1) and ~ = / elsewhere. Begin to increase p from pz. As p
increases, ~ increases to 7.5 on [u 3 , 2]:::J [1,2]. Continuing our procedure
produces a function/with the promised properties:/P2n _, > 7 on [1,2] and
/P2n < 6 on [1,2]. .
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